Urban Design Courses for Autumn Quarter 2021 (preliminary)

The following is a **preliminary** list of urban design and related courses. Please see the time schedule for meeting times, registration information, and updates on course availability. Entry codes are available from departmental offices or faculty, depending on the department's policy. If you have problems registering for classes, email ud@uw.edu and I'll do what I can to help you. If you have any questions about what will count toward the required 12–15 certificate credits for students in your program, please check with me.

### Core Courses

**Intro courses:**
- **ARCH 590 (MArch)**  SLN 10450  Urban & Preservation Issues in Design  Jeffrey Ochsner
- **URBDP 500 (MUP)**  SLN 22763  Survey of Urban Planning  Christine Bae
- **URBDP 405 (BLA)/505 (grad)**  SLN 22754/22767  The Urban Form  Lyle Bicknell

### Urban Design Studios

- **Arch 506 B**  SLN 10430  Scan Design Studio  Peter Cohan
- **L ARCH 501 A**  SLN 17217  Scan Design Studio  Nancy Rottle
- **B E 405/505**  SLN 11043/11045  Nehemiah Interdisciplinary Studio: Building Beloved Community  Rachel Berney

### Urban Design Course Areas

*Not all of these courses are required, but can be used to complete credit requirements beyond the core.*

#### Urban Form and History
- **URBDP 564**  SLN 22781  Planning History, Theory, Ethics  Bob Mugerauer

#### Urban Design Methods
- **L ARCH 341**  SLN 17194  Site Design and Planning  Eric Higbee
  *Grad students must take an additional L ARCH 600 credit to count this for the certificate*
- **URBDP 423 (BLA)/523**  SLN 23319/23320  Introduction to Urban Design  Dan Abramson
  *Note this class will be taught in Autumn Quarter in future years*
- **URBDP 424 (BLA)/524**  SLN 22755/22773  Site Planning  Dan Abramson
  *Note this class will be taught in Winter or Spring quarters in future years*

#### Urban Studies
- **URBDP 466 (BLA)/566 (grad)**  SLN 22757/22782  Infrastructure Planning  Jan Whittington
- **URBDP 500**  SLN 22763  Survey of Urban Planning  Christine Bae
- **URBDP 520**  SLN 22772  Quantitative Methods in UDP  Himanshu Grover

#### Urban Development
- **URBDP 552**  SLN 22777  Introduction to Real Estate  Sofia Dermisi
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